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GUI or dnver issues 

porting but for user training issues. 

Reasonable code execution speeds - able to keep up with data acquisition 
rates required for the project 

Ability to lmk-in external code when necessary 

7 

- 
- 

3 Sufficient debugging tools 

5 Satisfactory product support and response times to questions (hours, not 
days) 

m the vendor’s R&D dep - upgrades, - 
- 



Flexibility and execution speed are sed as you grve up more control over 
the code generation. 

For example, in a Labview VI, all meters undergo range c h e c h g  
automatically. This improves robustness, but it increases execution time 
unnecessarily when it is not needed. 









An error cluste 
struct containing an error 
boolean, an error cod 
and an error message 

sequentiality. But error 
handhug consists of 
"shunting" through all 

subVIs that follow the subVI where the error occurred. 



placed inside of a 
WHILE loop. Each 

E 

particular case. The next 
case to be executed is 
determined by the 
present case, and carried 

REGISTER construct. 







The next example runs faster 
because the SHIFT REGIST 

executions, and it do 
copies of the may; a pointer is 

to the single copy of the 

olds the data betwee 





address stnn 3 7u- Try to make a modification in this area! 
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